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Unseen London (New Edition)
Brimming with gorgeous photos and witty text, this elegant book celebrates London's most
renowned and historic pubs. For centuries the pub has been an essential part of London's
cultural and social fabric. This beautifully illustrated book takes readers through the doors of 25
historically and architecturally significant London pubs. Through photographs specially
commissioned for this project, readers can explore these institutions--from snob screens to
400-hundred-year-old flagstone floors. Engaging texts highlight what makes each pub so
special; their place in London's history, the personalities who have frequented them, the events
that occurred inside, and the ways pubs have contributed phrases such as "on the wagon" and
"one for the road" to the modern lexicon. This book reveals why The Lamb and Flag in Covent
Garden earned the nickname the "Bucket of Blood", and features a pub that Charles Dickens
described as a "great rambling queer old place". Furthermore, the book muses over the
chances that Casanova paid a visit to The Dog and Duck in Soho, and uncovers the location of
Charles De Gaulle's favorite wartime watering hole. These and other amusing anecdotal
histories make this fascinating and luxuriously illustrated book a must-have for anyone with a
love for the good old London pub.

London: Portrait of a City (Policeman)
Discover the floral heart of New York City in this companion to the popular Paris in Bloom by
acclaimed photographer Georgianna Lane. New York in Bloom leads you on a beautiful floral
tour of the metropolis—past stylish floral studios and corner shops overflowing with fresh-cut
blooms, through bustling flower markets, to blooming trees and lush public parks. With
sumptuous photography, the unexpected, softer side of New York is revealed by juxtaposing
floral beauty with exquisite botanical details found in the city’s iconic architecture. Also
included are field guides to locating and identifying common spring blooms, a list of
recommended locations and vendors, and a tutorial on how to create your own New York–style
floral bouquet. For anyone who loves New York City, flowers, and photography, New York in
Bloom is a gorgeous gift and an essential addition to one’s library of fine books.

Bizarre London
Once known for its watery potatoes, stringy mutton, and grayed vegetables, London is now
considered to be the most vibrant city on the global food map. The London Cookbook reflects
the contemporary energy and culinary rebirth of this lively, hip, sophisticated, and very
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international city. It is a love letter to the city and an insider's guide to its most delicious haunts,
as well as a highly curated and tested collection of the city's best recipes. This timeless book
explores London's incredibly diverse cuisine through an eclectic mix of dishes, from The
Cinnamon Club's Seared Aubergine Steaks with Sesame and Tamarind to the River Cafe's
Tagliatelle with Lemon, and from Tramshed's Indian Rock Chicken Curry to Nopi's Sage and
Cardamom Gin. Striking the perfect balance between armchair travel and approachable home
cooking, The London Cookbook is both a resource and keepsake, a book as much for the welltravelled cook as for the dreaming novice.

Breakfast London
One of the Guardian's Best Books on Food of 2017 Shortlisted for the Fortnum and Mason's
Debut Food Book Award Winner of World Gourmand Award for Food Writing. 'A work of rare
joy I could not love it more' SARAH PERRY. 'A cookbook for readers' NIGELLA LAWSON.
Paddington Bear's marmalade, a Neopolitan pizza with Elena Ferrante, afternoon tea at
Manderley Here are 100 delicious recipes inspired by cookery writer Kate Young's well-stocked
bookshelves. From Before Noon breakfasts and Around Noon lunches to Family Dinners and
Midnight Feasts, The Little Library Cookbook captures the magic and wonder of the meals
enjoyed by some of our best-loved fictional characters. 'If food can comfort, so can books' THE
GUARDIAN. 'Bringing together two of our greatest loves, food and books An absolute joy'
STYLIST. 'Has great charm and is a very good read Part of the delight is in seeing what Young
has come up with' DIANA HENRY.

Prettycitylondon
A charming gift book of the strangest and most intriguing stories of London. A fascinating tour
of London's strangest and most intriguing locations. Ranging from architectural evidence of
past incidents and stories of life beneath the city, to anecdotes of magic, mystery, and murder,
this is a perfect companion for anyone curious about London. It includes: A Museum of Magical
Curiosities; The City's Lost Tunnels and Citadels; The Ghost of a She-Wolf; The Bawdy House
Riots; The Story of “Jack the Stripper”; The Atmospheric Railway; The Thames Ringway
Bicycle Race; A Banker Hanged at Newgate; The Crossdressing Highwayman; Bluebottles,
Rozzers and Woodentops; The Hidden Statue of a Beaver; The “Belgravia of Death”;
Whitehall’s Licensed Brothel; Pin-Makers, Mole-Takers and Rat Catchers; Drinking in “The
Bucket of Blood”; London's Most Haunted House. All of London is here!

The London Cookbook
London, the capital and heart of Britain, is an exciting and constantly developing city. London
Then and Now compact edition explores London's landscape, past and present, through the
eye of the camera. Some 70 historic photographs of London's past are paired with specially
commissioned contemporary views taken from the same vantage point. The book features the
fascinating vistas of London that have changed little and some that have changed radically,
from the regeneration of the south bank, the docklands in the east to the transformation of a
power station into Tate Modern. Part of the bestselling 'Then and Now' series, which is now
available in compact format, this charming contrast of old and new photographs highlights the
stunning changes – and the equally amazing similarities – of one of the most loved cities in
Britain, its well-known places but also some of the hidden gems.
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A Thousand Days in Tuscany
London still holds hidden treasures for those who know how to wander off the beaten track.
This book ia a guide for those who thought they knew London well, or who would like to
discover the hidden face of the city.

The Obama Portraits
Where are the 5 best places to find street food? Which are the 5 best restaurants to grab your
lunch at in Soho? Which pubs have the most amazing interiors? Where are the best places to
discover vintage vinyl? Which are the most innovative theatre companies? Where will you find
the most unusual museums? The best places for an outdoor swim? The 500 Hidden Secrets of
London reveals these good-to-know places and many more. Discover a diverse range of underthe-radar yet outstanding addresses that will allow you to explore the best of the city away from
the crowds. An affectionate and informed guide to London, written by a true local. This is a
book for visitors who want to avoid the usual tourist spots and for residents who are keen to
track down the city's best-kept secrets. Photography by Sam Mellish.

New York in Bloom
Flying into London aboard any one of the thousands of daily commercial flights, a keen-eyed
passenger can be treated to an unparalleled visual experience. Viewed from above, the capital
gives up its best-kept secrets; unique shapes, designs and landmarks all come together to
form a stunning artwork all of their own. Welcome to Bird's Eye London.

The Magical City
Tebow pulls back the curtain on his life, sharing the vulnerable moments of his career that
have shaken him to his core while also teaching the biblical principles that will enable anyone
to keep the faith, no matter what comes.

Maps of London and Beyond
"This is the first study of the portraits Barack Obama (2018) and Michelle Obama (2018), their
reception, and their significance. The book includes essays by historians examining the
influence of the paintings and what they reveal about contemporary portraiture, particularly in
relation to American and African American history and culture. The book also features
interviews with the artists, transcripts of the remarks made by the Obamas at the unveiling, and
a selection of images, including behind-the-scenes photography by Pete Souza, the official
photographer for the Obamas, made during the portrait sittings"--

Quiet London
A magical collection of photographs and stories from the iconic streets of London. Capturing
the inspiring, the moving, the surreal and the everyday, Cathy Teesdale has made it her
mission to celebrate the extraordinary diversity of life found in London. Presenting over 250
photographs, she introduces us to the real people of London, their hopes, philosophies,
troubles and stories. Since beginning the Humans of London Facebook page in late 2013,
Cathy has travelled across the whole of the Greater London area, photographing and talking to
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strangers. This collection of personal encounters is the perfect antidote to feeling lost in a big
city.

Descriptosaurus
A photographic journey through the history of this epic city Samuel Johnson famously said that:
“When a man is tired of London, he is tired of life.” London’s remarkable history, architecture,
landmarks, streets, style, cool, swagger, and stalwart residents are pictured in hundreds of
compelling photographs sourced from a wide array of archives around the world. London is a
vast sprawling metropolis, constantly evolving and growing, yet throughout its complex past
and shifting present, the humor, unique character, and bulldog spirit of the people have stayed
constant. This book salutes all those Londoners, their city, and its history. In addition to the
wealth of images included in this book, many previously unpublished, London’s history is told
through hundreds of quotations, lively essays, and references from key movies, books, and
records. From Victorian London to the Swinging 60s; from the Battle of Britain to Punk; from
the Festival of Britain to the 2012 Olympics; from the foggy cobbled streets to the architectural
masterpieces of the millennium; from rough pubs to private drinking clubs; from Royal
Weddings to raves, from the charm of the East End to the wonders of the Westminster; from
Chelsea girls to Hoxton hipsters; from the power to glory: in page after page of stunning
photographs, reproduced big and bold like the city itself, London at last gets the photographic
tribute it deserves. Photographs by: Slim Aarons, Eve Arnold, David Bailey, Cecil Beaton, Bill
Brandt, Alvin Langdon Coburn, Anton Corbijn, Terence Donovan, Roger Fenton, Bert Hardy,
Evelyn Hofer, Frank Horvat, Tony Ray-Jones, Nadav Kander, Roger Mayne, Linda McCartney,
Don McCullin, Norman Parkinson, Martin Parr, Rankin, Lord Snowdon, William Henry Fox
Talbot, Juergen Teller, Mario Testino, Wolfgang Tillmans, and many, many others. For diehard lovers of Paris, Berlin, London, Los Angeles, and New York, TASCHEN introduces the
Portrait of a City Art Edition series. For each edition, limited to only 500 copies, a legendary
local fashion designer is invited to design a bespoke fabric to line the cover, and a large signed
and numbered print of one of the images from the book is included. Paul Smith has designed
the fabric cover for the Art Editions of London: Portrait of a City, and the print Traffic Policeman
was taken by photographer Elmar Ludwig. Art Edition B - No. 501-1,000 Traffic Policeman,
1960s Fine art print on archival paper 52 x 68 cm (20.5 x 26.8 in.) (Frame not included) Also
available in another Art Edition (No. 1-500)

Tooth and Nail
An essential gift for the keen cook in your life. Borough Market is the beating heart of London's
food scene. Every year millions of locals and tourists flock to Borough Market to soak up the
unique atmosphere, interact with the expert traders and sample the world-class produce. This
gorgeous book takes you on a tour of a year at the Market, from the beginning of spring,
through Easter and Midsummer, to Apple Day in October and the switching on of the lights at
Christmas - with the most delicious recipes highlighting the very best of those celebrations.
Divided by season, each recipe celebrates at least one hero ingredient from that time of year:
why not try Chilled asparagus soup in spring; Rolled pork belly and sticky nectarines in
summer; Beetroot dal in autumn; or Clementine sponges with cranberry sauce in winter? Along
the way, you'll be introduced to key seasonal ingredients with shopping and preparation tips,
straight from the artisan producers, that will change how you cook for ever. Packed full of
beautiful photography, much of it shot on location at Borough throughout the year, this is a
cookbook that will inspire food lovers and home cooks everywhere, even if they only follow
Borough Market from afar.
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Dickens's Victorian London, 1839-1901
Paris—City of Love, City of Light, City of Flowers. From elegant floral boutiques to lively flower
markets to glorious blooming trees and expansive public gardens, flowers are the essential
ingredient to the lush sensory bouquet that is Parisian life. With beautiful photography, Paris in
Bloom transports readers on a stunning floral tour of the city, and provides recommendations
to the best flower markets and a detailed guide to spring blooms. Timeless in content, Paris in
Bloom is a book for Paris lovers to savor again and again, one to keep on the nightstand to
conjure fond memories of their first visit and inspire dreams of the next.

Trope London
This beautifully illustrated volume explores the cultural history, especially in fashion, of the
color pink from the 18th century to today.

Patterns of India
Step inside The Magical City. . . Open your mind to the hidden wonder of urban landscapes
across the world with this beautifully intricate colouring book. From London to Luxor, follow
cobbled pavements through winding streets, look up at skyscrapers soaring to the skies, and
gaze over rooftops and dreaming spires. And as you colour and doodle your way through
these illustrations, you'll find hidden details emerge not only on the page but also in the world
around you . . .

Shaken
London Uncovered opens the doors to sixty of the capital's most intriguing places, all visitable
but not widely known. Peter Dazely has photographed museums of the unusual, places of
worship, palaces of entertainment and some of the most historic and ornate shops, houses and
hostelries in the city. Collectively, Dazeley's images form a picture of a London which is
strange, gaudy, grand and inventive, an endlessly fascinating world city with its own unique
character. Mark Daly describes the history and the character of each place, uncovering a
wealth of stories.

The Borough Market Cookbook
Acclaimed photographer Georgianna Lane explores the flower markets, gardens, and floral
boutiques of London London in Bloom showcases the floral abundance of the English capital’s
extraordinary parks, gardens, florists, and flower markets. In this companion to her popular
books Paris in Bloom and New York in Bloom, Georgianna Lane takes us on a romantic floral
tour of London, juxtaposing luscious blooms with intricate floral details found in the city’s iconic
architecture. The book also includes a detailed list of recommended parks, gardens, markets,
and floral designers; a spring tour of blossoms and blooms; a field guide of common springblooming trees and shrubs; and step-by-step instructions for creating a London-style bouquet.
For flower lovers and Anglophiles alike, London in Bloom offers a unique and irresistible view
of London.

Bird's Eye London
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New York City is known for many things: its urban, high-rise landscape, the bustling
atmosphere, and busy business and tourist spots. Pretty tree-lined avenues, cute shops, and
serene getaways do not immediately come to mind for this cosmopolitan city, but they are
there. Acclaimed Instagrammer Siobhan Ferguson, author of prettycitylondon, now turns her
discerning eye to the Big Apple itself. Travel along with her as she uncovers the hidden
gems--the sweet, secluded alleys, the fantastic markets, the artisan boutiques--that New York
has to offer, and reveals the beautiful, the quaint, and the downright pretty scattered among
the urban landscape of the world's most famous city. Stunning photographs alongside fantastic
tips to take your own pictures and create a prettycitynewyork experience for yourself make this
the perfect book for visitors on foot and armchair travelers alike.

Blown Covers
There are dozens of tucked away ‘villages’ in London, from Columbia Road to Clarendon
Cross. These small, locally-known enclaves give the capital its inimitable character. Featuring
thirty of the most unique and vibrant neighbourhoods in London, this is your key to exploring
the city in a new way. With atmospheric photographs and an illustrated map for each village, a
short text sums up its spirit, history and location, before expertly highlighting the best
independent shops, markets, cafés and public spaces to visit.

London Uncovered
If all of the murals of New York City were under one roof, it would be the greatest collection of
populist art in America. MURALS OF NEW YORK CITY is the first book to curate over thirty of
the most important, influential, and impressive murals found within all five boroughs. The
murals featured in this volume act as both an artistic and cultural guide to New York and its
citizens over the past 100+ years--from the Victorian sensibilities of the 1900's, to the New
Deal outlook of the WPA-commissioned artworks, to the graffiti-inflected art of Keith Haring
and Barry McGee. The book enlightens readers with the lively back stories of those who
commissioned and created these murals, and documents the works through extensive original
photography that shows both the murals in context, and with details that highlight the artistic
hand of the muralists. From courthouses, to libraries, to schoolrooms, to classic hotel watering
holes, MURALS OF NEW YORK CITY introduces readers to a wide range of cultural icons and
artistic treasures. Full-color images of works by the world's most celebrated artists including
Marc Chagall, Roy Lichtenstein, Maxfield Parrish, and more are accompanied by informative
and historical commentary. MURALS OF NEW YORK CITY is perfect for art and architecture
lovers and serves as a resource for New Yorkers, and a souvenir for the millions of tourists
who visit the city every year. The book contains addresses and historical information on each
mural, artist, and location, including the circumstances in which they were created, restored,
and preserved.

I Never Knew That About London
When the First Fleet arrived at Sydney Cove in 1788, its cargo included a small number of
rabbits. A hundred years later rabbits had colonised vast areas of the continent, bringing
irreversible change to the country's ecology. Tooth and Nail is a beautifully written and
wonderfully entertaining history about human reactions to the rabbit. A survivor of drought, fire,
flood, diseases, predators and poisons, this small and rather attractive creature has irrevocably
transformed our environment and influenced social, political and cultural life in this country.
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Coman describes everything from nineteenth-century poisoning techniques to destroying rabbit
warrens with explosives, from the many weird theories circulating as to how to destroy the
rabbit to Louis Pasteur's attempts to infect Australian rabbits with chicken cholera. He tells the
story of a Geelong grazier who was one of the first to bring rabbits to Australia. And the book
charts the extraordinary postwar story of the battle against the rabbit, including the
unprecedented impact of myxomatosis and rabbit haemorrhagic disease. Tooth and Nail is an
indispensable history of how Europeans, through the introduction of a single species, changed
Australia forever.

The 500 Hidden Secrets of London
Reviews of the first edition "This book is a treasure trove of descriptive language Highly
recommended for both teachers and parents. I wish I’d had a copy of this book when I was a
full time English teacher! Invest in a copy today; you’ll be glad you did." Sue Cowley,
bestselling author, teacher and teacher trainer "Help to banish 'blank page syndrome' for ever,
with this innovative book Created by teacher, Alison Wilcox, this inspirational book will build
children's confidence in their writing ability." Literacy Times Plus "A real ‘godsend’ to hardpressed teachers, parents and pupils." Denis Hayes, author of Foundations of Primary
Teaching Reviews of the second edition ‘the addition of the CD is perfect for the modern day
classroom fantastic!’ Emma Palastanga, primary deputy head ‘The book/CD, will be so helpful
to teachers who are struggling to think of different ways to say things and will enhance their
planning and teaching. As a classroom resource it will be invaluable.’ Elaine Smitheman,
primary school teacher Now available with a CD-ROM for classroom use, Descriptosaurus is
the first book for creative writing that is a thematic expansion of a dictionary and a thesaurus. It
provides children with a comprehensive resource with which to expand their descriptive
vocabulary, experiment with language and sentence structure and build up narratives based
around the following areas: Settings – landscapes, settlements and atmosphere, Characters –
appearance, emotions and personality, and Creatures – appearance, abilities and habitats.
New features for the second edition include: IWB compatible CD-ROM containing all the main
elements of the book New VCOP coverage Expanded coverage of adverbs and connectives
New planning sheets to help children organise and structure descriptions Character cards,
games and mountain pyramid vocabulary builders The Descriptosaurus model was created
and refined over a number of years as a result of feedback from children inside and outside the
classroom as to the resources they required to inspire and assist them with their writing. For
reluctant writers or those faced with blank page syndrome, it provides essential starting points
to encourage putting pen to paper. Using Descriptosaurus will not only inspire children, it will
build their confidence and dramatically improve the content of their writing. This is an ideal
resource for all KS2 primary and KS3 secondary English teachers, literacy coordinators and
parents keen to support their childrens’ creative writing. It would also make an excellent
classroom book for PGCE students, particularly Primary PGCE with English specialism.

Fantastic Man
Geelong's Changing Landscape offers an insightful investigation of the ecological history of the
Geelong and Bellarine Peninsula region. Commencing with the penetrating perspectives of
Wadawurrung Elders, chapters explore colonisation and post-World War II industrial
development through to the present challenges surrounding the ongoing urbanisation of this
region. Expert contributors provide thoughtful analysis of the ecological and cultural
characteristics of the landscape, the impact of past actions, and options for ethical future
management of the region. This book will be of value to scientists, engineers, land use
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planners, environmentalists and historians.

London Villages
In existence for over 50 years, the Polaroid Corporation's photography collection is the greatest
collection of Polaroid images in the world. Begun by Polaroid founder Edwin Land and
photographer Ansel Adams, the collection now includes images by hundreds of photographers
throughout the world and contains important pieces by artists such as David Hockney, Helmut
Newton, Jeanloup Sieff, and Robert Rauschenberg. The Polaroid Book, a survey of this
remarkable collection, pays tribute to a medium that defies the digital age and remains a
favorite among artists for its quirky look and instantly gratifying, one-of-kind images. ? over 400
works from the Polaroid Collection ? essay by Polaroid's Barbara Hitchcock illuminating the
beginnings and history of the collection ? technical reference section featuring the various
types of Polaroid cameras

London in Bloom
This beautiful collection of images will take you past London's famous landmarks, and into the
pretty hidden gems beyond. From secluded mews to undiscovered cafes, flower markets and
tree-lined streets, prettycitylondon champions the quiet, gentle moments that allow you to
escape in a huge capital city like London.If you know where to look, you will find that traditional
shop fronts, vintage transport, artisan bakeries, florists and bookstores are but a hop skip and
a jump from the centre, and some right bang in the middle.Curated by founder and editor of
Instagram's @prettycitylondon, this stunning guide also includes tips on how to photograph
and plan your own prettycitylondon experience, whether on foot or from afar.

Secret London
A spectacular, large-format collection of Adam Dant’s fine art maps giving a unique view of our
history and life today. Artist and cartographer Adam Dant surveys London’s past, present and
future from his studio in the East End. Beautiful, witty and subversive, his astonishing maps
offer a compelling view of history, lore, language and life in the capital and beyond. Traversed
by a plethora of colourful characters including William Shakespeare, Charles Dickens, Mary
Wollstonecraft and Barbara Windsor, Adam Dant’s maps extend from the shipwrecks on the
bed of the Thames to the stars in the sky over Soho. Along the way, he captures all the rich
traditions in the capital, from brawls and buried treasure to gin and gentlemen’s clubs.
Accompanying text by the artist gives the background to each of the handsome cartographic
artworks, revealing his inspirations and artistic process and outlining his cultural allusions.
Reproduced in large format, the maps invite the reader to study all the astonishing and often
hilarious details within, offering hours of fascination for the curious. Published in conjunction
with the Spitalfields Life blog, Maps of London & Beyond includes an extensive interview with
Adam Dant by the blog’s founder The Gentle Author.

Prettycitynewyork
Major tie-in to the Museum of London's largest ever exhibition, celebrating the 200th
anniversary of Dickens' birth. Over 200 stunning archive photographs, most of which have
never been published before, illustrate this mesmerising guide to Victorian London seen
through the eyes of Charles Dickens. Setting Dickens against the city that was the backdrop
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and inspiration for his work, it takes the reader on a memorable and haunting journey,
discovering the places and subjects which stimulated his imagination. Here are captivating
photographs of famous landmarks such as the Houses of Parliament, Trafalgar Square and
Westminster Abbey, alongside coaching inns, the Thames before the Embankment was built,
the construction of the Metropolitan Underground Line, the docklands that studded the river
and the many villages that make up London today. Authoritatively written and beautifully
illustrated, this book will appeal to anyone who loves this beguiling city and wants to explore it
as it was in Dickens' day.

The Little Library Cookbook
The Little Book of London is a funny, fast-paced, fact-packed compendium of the sort of
frivolous, fantastic or simply strange information which no-one will want to be without. London's
looniest laws, its most eccentric inhabitants, and the realities of being royal and literally
hundreds of wacky facts about the world's greatest city.

Pink
The pages of Trope London celebrate the meeting of history and cutting-edge architecture that
colors the city's every view, captured by more than a dozen emerging photographers with a
collective Instagram following of one million. From high above the London Eye to deep within
the Underground, these images command a strong point of view: digitally processed, filtered,
toned, de-saturated, sharpened, for a very urban sensibility. Showcasing both the moody
romanticism and striking modernism of contemporary London, the images here reveal
distinctive and dramatic visions of one of the world's greatest cities.

Paris in Bloom
Where can Londoners and visitors find quiet places to meet and talk? London is an exciting
place to be, but not everyone wants to be in a noisy environment listening to loud music.
Perhaps they want to be somewhere where they can read a book, or sit and linger for a while.
Many visitors to the capital long to discover places off the beaten track - find a delightful
garden to sit in or a tree-lined walk by a river. Busy Londoners are often looking for somewhere
to go which is an alternative to lively venues; a place where things are understated rather than
grabbing their attention Quiet London is a guide to quiet places to meet, drink, eat, swim, rest,
shop, sleep or read. It includes interesting, attractive places where people don't have to strain
to hear each other speak. There are short descriptions for each venue, alongside travel and
contact details and simple but atmospheric photographs in colour and black and white.

London Coffee
Rise and shine London! Get the day off to a great start in the world’s greatest city. Discover
your new favourite places to breakfast and brunch, including local hang-outs and hidden gems
from @breakfastlondon, the feed to follow if you want to find the best breakfasts in town before
anyone else. Celebrate the most important meal of the day and find insider recommendations
for all occasions – whether you’re looking for something boozy, insta-worthy or vegan, feeling
healthy or hungover, in search of the perfect coffee, the ideal setting for an important work
meeting or organizing a special birthday brunch. Features London’s 120 best breakfast spots,
stunning original photography, mouth-wateringly delicious dishes and a look behind-the-scenes
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with the top chefs that create them. Wakey, wakey!

Geelong's Changing Landscape
A transplanted American chef and food writer continues her story of her life in Italy, describing
her and her husband's move to rural Tuscany into a former stable with no phone or central
heating and detailing their participation in local life, farming traditions, and culinary discoveries.
By the author of A Thousand Days in Venice. Reader's Guide included. Reprint. 55,000 first
printing.

London Then and Now
Charismatic, compelling and trendsetting, 69 of the world's most influential and creative men
presented by cult style-bible Fantastic Man. Twice a year for the last 10 years Fantastic Man
has chronicled the world's most stylish and influential men through insightful interviews and the
lenses of equally stylish and influential photographers. David Beckham, Tom Ford, Ewan
McGregor, Helmut Lang and many others have been cast in a new light by a magazine
heralded not only for its witty editorial and award winning design but for the iconic
photographers (Juergen Teller, Bruce Weber, Wolfgang Tillmans) who have shot for them as
well. Fully illustrated, Fantastic Man represents the best of the magazines's archives, offering a
fascinating portrait of contemporary men's style and a unique viewpoint on what defines
masculinity in the 21st century. The publication celebrates the ten-year anniversary of
Fantastic Man magazine. Elegant and cool, the book reflects the magazine's signature
aesthetics.

Little Book of London
From Tower Bridge to Battersea Power Station, Big Ben to the Old Bailey, embark on a thrilling
tour of the hidden interiors of some of London's most iconic buildings. Unseen London takes
you deep into the boiler room of the city's infrastructure, into the changing rooms of our
greatest temples of sport, into the heart of the Establishment, and behind the scenes at the
most opulent buildings in the Square Mile. Photographs of these extraordinary buildings –
taken by celebrated photographer Peter Dazeley – are accompanied by Mark Daly’s thoughtful
text, which tells the story of how each of these places was created, how they are used, and
what they reveal about the currents of power flowing through the city. Revised and updated to
include the royal palaces of Hampton Court; the Tower of London; the Inigo Jones Banqueting
Hall at Palace of Whitehall and the Royal Courts of Justice, Supreme Court and Bow Street
Magistrates Court. See a glimpse of London behind closed doors with this unique guide to the
city's buildings, The Buildings: Battersea Power Station; Tower Bridge; Thames Barrier;
Crossness and Abbey Mills Pumping Station; BT Tower; Aldwych Underground Station;
Kidderpore Reservoir; County Hall; Foreign and Commonwealth Office; Big Ben; Whitechapel
Bell Foundry; Harrow School; 10 Downing Street; The Supreme Courts and Royal Courts of
Justice; Bow Street Magistrates’ Court; Old Bailey; HM Prison Wandsworth; Honourable
Artillery Company; Old Royal Naval College; Horse Guards and Hyde Park Barracks; Royal
Hospital Chelsea; Secret Military Bunker, Codenamed ‘Paddock’; In and Out Club; The Old
War Office; Abbey Road Studios; Television Centre, White City; BBC Broadcasting House;
Angels Costumes; Daily Express Building, Fleet Street; Hampton Court Palace; Tower of
London; King Henry VIII’s Wine Cellar; The Banqueting House; 33 Portland Place; New West
Synagogue; Lambeth Palace; St Bride’s Church, Fleet Street; St Sophia’s Greek Orthodox
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Cathedral; St Christopher’s Chapel; Freemason’s Hall; Queen’s Club; Lord’s Cricket
Ground; Repton Boxing Club; Midland Bank; Bank of England; Mansion House; Guildhall; City
of London School; Billingsgate Roman House and Bath.

Humans of London
Discover hundreds of fascinating facts about London in this enthralling miscellany Travelling
through the villages and districts that make up the world's most dynamic metropolis,
Christopher Winn takes us on a captivating journey around London to unearth the hidden gems
of legends, firsts, inventions, adventures and birthplaces that shape the city's compelling and
at times turbulent past. See the Chelsea river views that inspired Turner and find out where
London's first nude statue is. Explore London's finest country house in Charlton and unearth
the secrets of the Mother of Parliaments. Discover which church steeple gave us the design of
the traditional wedding cake, where the sandwich was invented and where in Bond Street you
can see London's oldest artifact. Visit the house where Handel and Jimi Hendrix both lived.
Climb the famous 311 steps of the Monument and fly the world's biggest Ferris wheel.
Brimming with stories and snippets providing spellbinding insight into what has shaped the city,
I Never Knew That About London is a beautifully illustrated gem of a book that informs and
amuses in equal measure. "Will not fail to enhance months, even years, of gentle urban
explorationAny number of morning or weekend outings can be constructed from these rich
pages the selections and observations remain unfailingly interesting." --The Guardian (UK) I
Never Knew That: Tucked away below Clive Steps at the end of King Charles Street can be
found the small underground rooms where Winston Churchill and the War Cabinet met during
the air raids of the Second World War. The first-ever Valentine Card was written from the
Tower, where in 1415 the recently imprisoned Duke of Orleans composed a love poem to his
wife. The measurement of one foot comes from the length of the foot of St. Algar's statue,
carved on the base of one of the columns near the entrance of St. Paul's Cathedral. The
design for the traditional wedding cake is drawn from the steeple of St. Bride's church in Fleet
Street.

Murals of New York City
DIVFrançoise Mouly takes us behind the scenes at the New Yorker and reveals how the
magazine creates its signature covers commenting on the most urgent political and cultural
events of the day. She shows the shocking and hilarious sketches that didn’t make the cut and
explains how these are essential stages in the evolution of a cover that stands the test of time
but retains its edge. Her book captures contemporary history—from the farce of Monica
Lewinsky to the adventures of Michelle and Barack to nuclear meltdown in Japan—in images
that are as acute as they are outrageous. More than that, it shows how the magazine that
exemplifies journalistic excellence in America also dares to cultivate a sense of humor when
grappling with complex moral and political issues. Praise for Blown Covers: “Interesting
failures are the driving force behind BLOWN COVERS: New Yorker Covers You Were Never
Meant to See (Abrams, $24.95), by Françoise Mouly. Mouly is the art editor of The New
Yorker, and paging through this book is like standing in the corner of her office as she pins up
rejected covers on the wall. Mouly has dozens of tales about images that failed for one reason
or another. Now, presumably with the approval of her bosses at Condé Nast, she has created
a tell-all (or tell-most) that even non–illustrators and designers will find enlightening.” —New
York Times Book Review “Yes, Blown Covers sometimes offends—and that’s the audacious
joy of it.” —NPR.org “[New Yorker] art editor Mouly offers some true delights.” —Sacramento
Bee /div
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Great Pubs of London
London's expanding coffee scene captured in stories and pictures of the people, the places
and the history.

The Polaroid Book
It's the trip of a lifetime--a textile-based tour of colorful Rajasthan, India featuring more than
200 lush photographs depicting everyday life in one of the most vibrant regions in the world.
Patterns of India is a visual experience that offers intimate insights into the diverse and richly
hued Western Indian culture. Color is the thread that binds the vast country together, defining
every aspect of life from religion and politics to food and dress. Organized by the five dominant
colors royal blue, sandstone, marigold, ivory, and rose, this book explores how deeply color
and pattern exist in a symbiotic relationship and are woven into every part of the culture. For
instance, the fuchsia found in the draping fabric of a sari is matched by the vibrant chains of
roses offered at temple, and the burnt orange spices in the marketplaces are reflected in the
henna tattoos given to brides and wedding guests. While every color is imbued with meaning, it
is often within the details of patterns that the full story comes to light. Photographer and writer
Christine Chitnis spent over a decade traveling through, getting to know, and falling in love with
the intricate patterns of everyday Rajasthani life. With history and culture-based essays woven
throughout the more than 200 stunning photographs of architecture, markets, cuisine, art,
textiles, and everyday goings-on, Patterns of India captures the beauty and essence of this
unique part of the world.
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